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Olight's	Most	Powerful	Light	

Monster	LED	Search	Light	

Olight's entrance in to the search and rescue department is not one to be taken lightly. The X6 Marauder is a monster of a 
search light, literally turning night into day. This beast packs a skin melting 5000 lumens emitting from six LED's. Olight 
engineers employed their years of experience designing high performance lights to ensure this device would not only 
produce high output, but withstand the wear and tear, and punishment a true rescue light is sure to endure. Ideal for 
hunters, outdoor adventurers, and search and rescue parties, this light redefines its class. 

 

Lighting	Technology	

Six	Advanced	CREE	XM-L	LED's	

Packing six CREE XM-L LED's, the X6 just might be able signal in your favorite superhero. Just to get an idea of how 
bright this light actually is, the X6 is equivalent to lighting 102,400 candles! The precision crafted lens and reflectors 
project light up to 700 yards, which is an amazing seven football fields. It has three brightness levels and a stunning strobe 
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mode, controlled by a button on the handle. Adding to the X6's versatility, a standard tripod can be mounted on the bottom 
of the light means this device can be set up for area lighting in a workshop, camplight, or photo shoot. 

Rechargeable	

5200	mAH	Battery	Pack	

A split-battery design features a built-in high capacity rechargeable lithium battery attached remotely to the main body to 
integrate the high demands of heat dissipation while maintaining low weight for the main body. This makes extended use 
comfortable and safe for the user. The X6 works directly with 110V and 220V AC electric supply. Terminal Control 
Mode allows you to power the X6 by a car battery or other 12V power source. Advanced cooling fins and a high-
efficiency synchronous step-down constant current driver circuit keep the light from overheating so you can trust this gear 
to work every time for as long as you need it. 

Features:  

 Multi-function click thumb switch selects modes with an optional remote switching mode 
 Tough ultra-clear mineral glass with anti-reflective coating 
 Rechargeable Lithium battery pack with belt clip, power switch, and charging indicator 
 Works directly with 110V and 220V AC electric supply 
 Split-battery design allows a perfect weight distribution and heat dissipation 
 Power indicator, which displays green, yellow, and green for voltage 
 Large fins and Active Thermal Management to prevent overheating and rubber blocks to protect user from hot 

parts 
 Aluminum alloy 6N01-T6 with Type-III hard anodizing and Bayer ABS Plastic (20% carbon fiber) 
 IPX-6 water resistance rating - light can withstand water projected at high speeds from all angles without harm 
 Included Accessories: 5200 mAh lithium battery pack, AC charger, power cord, shoulder strap, lanyard rings, and 

manual 

Specifications:  

 LED: 6x CREE XM-L (T6) 
 Runs on: 5200 mAh lithium battery pack (Battery included) 
 Output mode/Runtime:  

o High: 5000 lumens / 1.25hrs 
o Mid: 1200 lumens / 4.5hrs 
o Low: 150 lumens / 30hrs 

 Peak Beam Intensity: 102,400cd 
 Dimensions:  

o Length: 6.5" (165mm) 
o Diameter: 4.72" (120mm) 

 Weight: 37.5 .oz (1065g) (excluding batteries) 
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